1st Place Mathematics – Ethan Schnee
2nd Place Mathematics — Lauren Taylor
3rd Place Mathematics — Noah Coronado
1st Place Science — Ethan Taylor
2nd Place Science — Kadyn Matthews
4th Place Science — Aaron Schnee
1st Place Social Studies — Abigail Clark
2nd Place Social Studies — Jayden Coleman
3rd Place Social Studies — Noah Coronado
1st Place Language Arts — Lauren Taylor
2nd Place Language Arts — Abigail Clark
3rd Place Language Arts — Anna Morris
1st Place Arts & Humanities — Grace Songer
2nd Place Arts & Humanities — Raychel Kool
3rd Place Arts & Humanities — Raychel Kool
1st Place Composition — Raychel Kool
3rd Place Composition — Ethan Schnee
5th Place Composition — Grace Songer
1st Future Problem Solving — James Kintner, Kahlan Kahmann, Morgan Reynolds & Elena Thierbach

1st Place Quick Recall: Captains: Lauren Taylor & Abigail Clark; Jayden Coleman, Raychel Kool, Grace Songer, Ethan Schnee, Aaron Schnee & Ethan Schwalbach